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Like Harappa, we are inspired to pioneer a new frontier.Like Harappa, we are inspired to pioneer a new frontier.

Harappa is an Harappa is an online learning institutiononline learning institution that builds competencies to that builds competencies to
liberate people’s potential in their chosen line of work. Our uniqueliberate people’s potential in their chosen line of work. Our unique
curriculum is designed around foundational Habits critical to achievecurriculum is designed around foundational Habits critical to achieve
professional success and personal meaning.professional success and personal meaning.

At Harappa, we believe that Good Habits Make Great Careers, whetherAt Harappa, we believe that Good Habits Make Great Careers, whether
you are starting your career, leading a team or building something ofyou are starting your career, leading a team or building something of
your own. Habits, we believe, are powerful catalysts that accelerateyour own. Habits, we believe, are powerful catalysts that accelerate
our daily performance and long-term growth.our daily performance and long-term growth.

Our pedagogical approach is rooted in academic research, expertOur pedagogical approach is rooted in academic research, expert
insights and behavior sciences. Our high-impact courses are relevantinsights and behavior sciences. Our high-impact courses are relevant
across jobs, industries and functions, and are well-mapped to theacross jobs, industries and functions, and are well-mapped to the
demands of the modern workplace.demands of the modern workplace.

We are excited to offer this distinctive experience, at the intersectionWe are excited to offer this distinctive experience, at the intersection
of learning, technology and timeless skills.of learning, technology and timeless skills.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/harappa-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/harappa-
education-9874education-9874
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